Below are your tasks for the next seven days in the subject listed above.

Present New Information:
• Look at this drawing of a hand. How has the artist achieved this effect?
• Watch this YouTube video. Using basic shapes to start any drawing is
the best way to ensure things are accurate and in proportion:
  YOUTUBE: Drawing a hand (watch from the start of the video to 4:13).
• Watch this second YouTube video. Adding tone to a drawing gives it
  depth and realism:  YOUTUBE: Shading a hand (watch from 16:01
  until the end).

Apply:
• Position your non-dominant hand in front of you with either the palm or the
  back of your hand facing upwards. Use the technique that your were shown
  in the first video to draw the BASIC SHAPE of your hand.
• Add DETAILS and TONE to create a realistic drawing, looking closely at your
  hand as you draw and referring to the information given on the second video
  about mark making and tone.
• THIS IS NOT A CARTOON HAND – you need to look and only draw what
  you see. Your drawing should NOT have a heavy black outline and there
  needs to be evidence of a wide range of tones within your drawing.
• Watch the Loom video for further instructions: LOOM
Success Criteria:

- Accurate and well proportioned shape.
- Accurate details added.
- Range of tones used to create depth.
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